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arnold gpu has been extensively reworked to
provide a new rendering workflow that is

simple to learn, has a clean ui, and is
intuitive to use. this new workflow makes it

easy to create content iteratively and to
preview the rendered image and its features,
allowing you to stay attached to animation

project delivery schedules. the new workflow
also gives you more control over your final

render settings, and allows you to use either
gpu or cpu rendering. the gpu rendering is
supported in all arnold renderers, including
arnold, arnold mender, arnold scope, and

arnold catalyst, and arnold gpu is compatible
with the renderers in the arnold 5 app,
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including arriflex, after effects, and shake. in
arnold, gpu resources are dynamically

assigned based on the needs of an asset. gpu
acceleration can be configured and can be
accessed at any point during the creation
process. this allows for faster iteration and

optimal resource allocation for gpu
processing. arnold gpu can be accessed in
the tools menu and appears in the asset &

simulation tabs. you can change your
settings, such as the render engine, number
of gpus, and available memory. arnold gpu is

also available for scripting in the arnold
scripting tab. the menu can be accessed

through help & documentation or in the main
menu. arnold gpu is also supported in paths,
bounds and other pre- and post-processing

tools. for more information about arnold gpu,
please visit: . the arnold gpu delivers

compute-optimized ray tracing that delivers
more realistic and accurate results, including
higher quality reflections, soft shadows, and
a higher level of detail. the arnold gpu also

delivers a high level of interactivity to visual
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effects artists, which greatly increases their
productivity, and it is now possible to use

arnold gpu on a single computer in the studio
to render, preview and work with

simultaneously.
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for the first time, arnold gpu allows users to
work with their favorite plugins

simultaneously on any windows computer.
they can also save time by rendering,

previewing and sharing the same image
without having to sync or push to the cloud,

and it also saves time and money by
increasing the productivity and capacity of

the studio workflow. autodesk has announced
the release of arnold 6.2, an update to the
world-renowned and award-winning arnold

gpu platform. the new version brings a
number of enhancements, including the

ability to work on the intel xeon phi
accelerator card to increase productivity for

pipeline workflows. "we have made
significant improvements to the python
scripting interface and created tools to

leverage the full power of the gpus that are
available through the new nvidia studio
driver technology. the results of these
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improvements are impressive," said james
erskine, head of applications at autodesk.

arnold gpu has a more sophisticated
rendering engine that's optimized for the

gpu. you can render with arnold gpu on any
computer with a graphics card that supports
opengl 4.1, opengl 4.2, opengl es 3.0, opencl

1.1, opencl 1.2, opengl extension 2.0 or
opengl extension 3.0. arnold gpu is available
in all supported plug-ins for autodesk maya,
autodesk 3ds max, houdini, cinema 4d and

katana. the license server runs on a
computer on your network and manages your

use of arnold through a license key. the
license key (ascii text) typically defines the

version of arnold you can use and the
number of computers you can use for

rendering. it also controls how long you can
use arnold. the license server is available for

windows, linux and mac os x. 5ec8ef588b
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